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Abstract
The study of classes of models of a nite diagram was initiated by S. Shelah in 1969. A
diagram D is a set of types over the empty set, and the class of models of the diagram D
consists of the models of T which omit all the types not in D. In this work, we introduce a
natural dependence relation on the subsets of the models for the @0-stable case which share many
of the formal properties of forking. This is achieved by considering a rank for this framework
which is bounded when the diagram D is @0-stable. We can also obtain pregeometries with
respect to this dependence relation. The dependence relation is the natural one induced by the
rank, and the pregeometries exist on the set of realizations of types of minimal rank. Finally,
these concepts are used to generalize many of the classical results for models of a totally
transcendental rst-order theory. In fact, strong analogies arise: models are determined by their
pregeometries or their relationship with their pregeometries; however the proofs are dierent,
as we do not have compactness. This is illustrated with positive results (categoricity) as well
as negative results (construction of nonisomorphic models). We also give a proof of a Two
Cardinal Theorem for this context. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
The problem of categoricity has been a driving force in model theory since its early
development in the late 1950s. For the countable rst-order case, Morley in 1965 [19]
introduced a rank which captures @0-stability, and used it to construct prime models and
give a proof of  Los conjecture. In 1971, Baldwin and Lachlan [2] gave an alternative
proof using the fact that algebraic closure induces a pregeometry on strongly minimal
sets. Their proof generalizes ideas from Steinitz’s famous 1910 theorem of categoricity
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for algebraically closed elds.  Los conjecture for uncountable languages was solved
in 1970 by Shelah [30, IX Theorem 1:15] introducing a rank which corresponds to
the superstable case. Later, Shelah discovered a dependence relation called forking and
more general pregeometries, and since then, these ideas have been extended to more
and more general rst-order contexts, each of them corresponding to a specic rank.
@0-stable, superstable, stable and simple.
The problem of categoricity for non-elementary classes is quite considerably more
involved. In 1971, Keisler (see [14]) proved a categoricity theorem for Scott sentences
 2L!1!, which in a sense generalizes Morley’s Theorem. To achieve this, Keisler
made the additional assumption that  admits @1-homogeneous models. Later, Marcus,
with the assistance of Shelah (see [18]), produced an example of a categorical  2L!1!
that does not have any @1-homogeneous model, so this is not the most general case.
Since then, many of Shelah’s hardest papers in model theory have been dedicated
the categoricity problem and to the development of general classication, theory for
non-elementary classes. Among the landmarks, one should mention [24] about sen-
tences in L!1!(Q) which answers a question of Harvey Friedman’s list (see [6]). In
[26, 27] a version of Morley’s Theorem is proved for a special kind of formulas
 2L!1! which are called excellent. It is noteworthy that to deal with these non-
elementary classes, these papers introduced several crucial ideas, among them stable
amalgamation, 2-goodness and others, which are now essential parts of the proof of the
\Main Gap" for rst order, countable theories. Later, Grossberg and Hart completed
the classication of excellent classes and gave a proof of the Main Gap for those
classes [7]. Kierstead also continued the study of sentences in L!1!(Q) (see [15]). He
introduced a generalization of strongly minimal formulas by replacing \non-algebraic"
by \there exists uncountably many" and obtained results about countable models of
these classes using [24]. In [29], Shelah began the classication theory for universal
classes (see also ICM 1986=videotape) and is currently working on a book entirely
dedicated to them. He also started the classication of classes in a context somewhat
more general than PC(T1; T;  ), see [28, 31, 32]. In a related work, Grossberg started
studying the classication of Mod( ) for  2L+! under the assumption that there
exists a \Universal Model" for  and studied relatively saturated substructures (see [8,
9]). This seems to be a natural hypothesis which others have made as well (for exam-
ple [5, 16, 28]). As a matter of fact, it is conjectured that if an abstract class of models
K is categorical above the Hanf number, then K has the -amalgamation property for
every  (this implies the existence of +-universal models, under the General Contin-
uum Hypothesis).
These are several striking dierences between the problem of categoricity for rst-
order and the non-elementary case. First, it appears that classication for non-elementary
classes is sensitive to the axioms of set theory. Second, the methods used are heavily
combinatorial: there is no \forking" (though splitting and strong splitting are some-
times well behaved), and the presence of pregeometries to understand systematically
models of a given class is scarce. (A nice example of pregeometries is hidden in
the last section of [24] and only Kierstead [15] has used them to study countable
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models.) However, stability was not developed originally for rst order. In 1970, Shelah
published [21], where he introduced some of the most fundamental ideas of classi-
cation theory (stability, splitting of types, existence of indiscernibles, several notions
of prime models, etc.). In this paper, Shelah considered classes of models which omit
all types in D(T )nD, for a xed diagram DD(T ). This class is usually denoted
EC(T;  ), where   stands for D(T )nD. He made assumptions of two kinds (explicitly
in his denition of stability): (1) restriction on the cardinality of the space of types
realizable by the models, and (2) existence of models realizing many types. In fact,
the context studied by Keisler in his categoricity result for L!1!, turns out to be the
@0-stable case in the above sense. This is made precise by the following results. (C.C.
Chang:) The class of models of a sentence  2L!1! is equal to the class PC(T1; T;  ),
which is the class of reducts to L(T ) of models of a rst-order countable theory T1
containing T , and omitting a set of types  D(T1). (Shelah:) The number of models
of a Scott sentence  2L!1! is equal to the number of models of EC(T;  ), for some
countable T , where   the set of isolated types of T . In addition, several non-elementary
contexts that seem useful for algebra also t in this context: Robinson theories (see
[12]) and e.c.-closed models (see [20]). See also [25], where these contexts are de-
scribed. A longer discussion is included in Section 1.
In retrospect, it seems that what prevented the emergence of a smooth theory for
@0-stable diagrams is the absence of a rank-like Morley’s rank. Considering the success
of the use of pregeometries to understand models in the rst-order @0-stable case, if one
hopes to lift these ideas to more general contexts, it appears that @0-stable diagrams
constitute a natural test case. This is the main goal of this paper. We try to develop what
Shelah calls the structure part of the theory for the class EC(T;  ), under the assumption
that it is @0-stable (in the sense of [21]). In fact, as in [25], we assume that EC(T;  )
contains a large homogeneous model (which follows from Shelah’s original denition
of stability for EC(T;  ), see Theorem 3:4 in [21]), so that the stability assumptions
only deal with the cardinality of the spaces of types. This hypothesis allows us to do
all the work in ZFC, in contrast to [24, 26, 27] or [15] for example. More recently
Tapani Hyttinen and Saharon Shelah have considered superstable diagrams and proved
a version of the main gap for some classes of models (see [13]).
The paper is organized as follows.
In Section 1 we describe the general context.
In Section 2 we introduce a rank for this framework which captures @0-stability
(it does not generalize Morley rank, but rather generalizes what Shelah calls R[p; L; 2]).
This rank diers from previously studied ranks in two ways: (1) it allows us to deal
with general diagrams (as opposed to the atomic case or the rst-order case) and (2)
the denition is relativized to a given set (which allows us to construct prime models).
By analogy with the rst-order case, we call D totally transcendental when the rank
is bounded. For the rest of the paper, we only consider totally transcendental D, and
we make no assumption on the cardinality of T . We study basic properties of this
rank, and examine the natural dependence relation that it induces on the subsets of
the models. We are then able to obtain many of the classical properties of forking,
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which we summarize in Theorem 2.21. We also obtain stationary types with respect
to this dependence relation, and they turn out to behave well: they satisfy in addition
the symmetry property, and can be represented by averages.
In Section 3 we focus on pregeometries. Regular types are dened in the usual
manner (but with this dependence relation instead of forking, of course), and the
dependence relation on the set of realizations of a regular type yields a pregeometry. We
can show that stationary types of minimal rank are regular, and this is used to show that
they exist very often. We also consider a more concrete kind of regular types, which
are called minimal. They could be dened independently by replacing \non-algebraic"
by \realized outside any model which contains the set of parameters" in the usual
denition of strongly minimal formulas. (This can be done for any suitable class of
models, as in the last section of [24].) We could show directly that the natural closure
operator induces a pregeometry on the set of realizations in any (D;@0)-homogeneous
model. We choose not to do this, and instead we consider minimal types only when
the natural dependence relation coincides with the one given by the rank. This allows
us to use the results we have already obtained and have a picture which is conceptually
similar to the rst-order totally transcendental case (where strongly minimal types are
stationary and regular, and the unique non-forking extension is also the unique non-
algebraic one). Another reason is that the proofs are identical to those which use the
rank, and this presentation permits us to skip them.
In Section 4 we give various applications of both the rank and the pregeometries to
the class K of (D;@0)-homogeneous models of a totally transcendental diagram. We
rst prove a two cardinal theorem for the class K (Theorem 4:13). We then introduce
unidimensionality for diagrams. We are able to adapt techniques of Baldwin{Lachlan
(see [2]) to our context for the categoricity proof. In fact, we obtain a picture strikingly
similar to the rst-order totally transcendental case. (1) If D is totally transcendental,
then over any D-set there is a prime model for K (this improves parts of Theorems 5:3
and 5:10 of [21]). (2) If D is totally transcendental, then K is categorical in some
>jT j+ jDj if and only if K is categorical in every >jT j+ jDj if and only if every
model of K is prime and minimal over the set of realizations of a minimal type if
and only if every model of K of cardinality >jT j+ jDj is D-homogeneous. (3) If D
is totally transcendental and if there is a model of K of cardinality above jT j + jDj
which is not D-homogeneous, then for any jT j + jDj66, there exists maximally
(D; )-homogeneous, models in K of cardinality  (see the denition below). If T is
countable this implies, in particular, that for each ordinal  the class K has at least jj
models of cardinality @. When jT j<2@0 , the categoricity assumption on K implies
that D is totally transcendental, if D is the set of isolated types of T . As a byproduct,
this gives an alternative proof to Keisler’s theorem which works so long as jT j<2@0
(whereas Keisler’s soft L!1! methods do not generalize).
Using regular types and prime models, we could also give a decomposition theorem,
but we do not include it here since it is a particular case of a more general abstract
decomposition theorem, part of a joint work with Grossberg.
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1. The context
Let T be a rst-order theory in the language L(T ). Let M be a very large saturated
model of T . All sets are assumed to be subsets of M . As usual,
tp( c=A) = f( x; a) j M j=[ c; a]; l( c) = l( x); 2L(T )g:
For a model M , we write jM j for its universe. We write jAj for the cardinality of the
set A, hence the cardinality of a model M is kMk. We say that p( x) is a complete
type over A in n variables if l( x) = n and there is c in M such that p( x) = tp( c=A).
The diagram of T, denoted by D(T ), is the set of complete types over the empty set.
Sn(A) is the set of all complete types over A in n variables.
S
n<! S
n(A) is written
S(A). Given a set of formulas p, we let dom(p) be the set of parameters appearing
in the formulas of p. We say that p is over A if dom(p) is contained in A. Finally,
given a type p and a model M , we denote by p(M) the set of realizations of p in M .
The following notions of diagram D were dened by Shelah in [21].
Denition 1.1. (1) For any set A, let D(A) = ftp( c=;) j c2AgD(T );
(2) For a model M of T , let D(M) =D(jM j).
Denition 1.2. Let DD(T ).
(1) A is called a D-set if D(A)D;
(2) a model M of T is called a D-model if D(M)D;
(3) dene SnD(A) = fp2 Sn(A) j if c j=p then A[ c is a D-setg. We let SD(A) =S
n<! S
n
D(A).
Remark 1.3. jSD(A)j= jSnD(A)j provided both are innite, so we will usually not write
the superscript.
Here, we follow [25].
Denition 1.4. Let DD(T ).
(1) The diagram D is called stable in  if for any D-set A of cardinality at most ,
we have jSD(A)j6;
(2) The diagram D is called stable if there is  such that D is stable in , and we
say that D is unstable if D is not stable;
(3) A D-model M is called (D; )-homogeneous if M realizes every type p2 SD(A)
over subsets A of jM j of cardinality less than ;
(4) A D-model M is D-homogeneous if M is (D; kMk)-homogeneous.
The following denition is due to Grossberg and Shelah in [11].
Denition 1.5. We say that D has the 1-order property if for every , there is a
formula ( x; y; z), a sequence c and a set of sequences I = f ai j i<g, such that the
following two conditions hold:
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(1) I [ c is a D-set;
(2) j= [ ai; aj; c] if and only if i<j<.
Theorem 1.6 (Grossberg and Shelah [11]). D has the 1-order property if and only if
there is a formula ( x; y; z); a sequence c and a set of sequences I = f ai j i<i(2jTj)+g;
such that the following two conditions hold:
(1) I [ c is a D-set;
(2) j= [ ai; aj; c] if and only if i<j<i(2jTj)+ .
Denition 1.7. Let DD(T ) and let   =D(T )nD. Dene
EC(T;  ) = fM j=T jM omits every type in  g:
Equivalently,
EC(T;  ) = fM j=T jM is a D-modelg:
For the rest of the paper, we will study the class EC(T;  ), where   =D(T )nD for a
xed diagram DD(T ), under the following hypothesis. This hypothesis implies that
all D-models can be assumed to sit inside C , and that model satisfaction is with respect
to C . Also, all sets A; B will be assumed to be in C . We will use such expressions as
D-sets for emphasis.
Hypothesis 1.8. There exists a (D; )-homogeneous model C 2EC(T;  ) for some 
larger than any cardinality mentioned in this paper.
Note that it is equivalent to x a -homogeneous model C of a rst-order theory
T : C will then be (D; )-homogeneous for D the set of types over the empty set
that are realized in C . Another remark is that the existence of such a C is not auto-
matic for a general T and D, as EC(T; D(T )nD)-classes may not have large models.
However, this context is general enough to include the rst-order case (since saturated
models are homogeneous), and some useful non-elementary cases, like Robinson the-
ories [12] (where the monster model is homogeneous for quantier-free types) and
e-universal domains in the category of e.c. models [20] (which are homogeneous with
respect to existential types). See also [25]. It should be noted that the three contexts
just listed have compactness requirements (with respect to quantier free formulas in
Robinson theories, or to existential formulas in e-universal models). We make no such
requirement here. This is a major diculty in this work, but allows us to include more
mathematical structures which embed in homogeneous models.
Many common mathematical objects, like the reals, the rationals, the positive inte-
gers, the primes, the integers are rigid (in their natural language). In addition, these
structures are entirely specied, once given their rst-order theory and the types they
realize (and omit) over the empty set. Unfortunately from a rst-order classication
point of view, each of them is unstable. However, because they are rigid, they do not
destroy the homogeneity of the potentially bigger structure they live in. In addition,
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their bounded size implies that they do not destroy stability (in our more general sense)
since the order property needs to be witnessed by an unbounded set (see Theorem 1:13
below). Hence, these structures can be used to produce more complicated mathematical
structures which embed in homogeneous models without destroying stability, so long
as we are ready to give up compactness. We illustrate this with an example.
Example 1.9. In the language of ordered elds, the Archimedean property can be stated
by omitting the type fn x<1 j n<!g. Suppose we consider the class of vector spaces
over Archimedean elds in an expansion of this language, by adding a predicate R for
the eld and a function f for multiplication by a scalar from R. This class is the class of
models of a rst-order theory which omits the type stating the Archimedean property
inside R. Then, any such vector space embeds in a real-vector space of arbitrarily
large dimension . Such a vector space is -homogeneous. Note however, that this
homogeneous vector space is not even compact for quantier free formulas, since the
reals cannot be extended without losing the Archimedean property.
In Hypothesis 1:8, Shelah proved the following results.
Theorem 1.10 (The stability spectrum) (Shelah [21]). One of the following conditions
must hold:
(1) D is unstable; and
(2) there are (D)6(D)<i(2jTj)+ such that for every ; D is stable in  if and
only if >(D) and <(D) = .
Theorem 1.11 (The homogeneity spectrum) (Shelah [25]). There is a D-homogeneous
model of cardinality  if and only if >jDj and either D is stable in  or < = .
For an alternative and self-contained exposition of above two theorems, see [10].
In the same paper, Shelah proved the following theorem. We will make use of a
particular case which we will prove using the rank (see Theorem 4.11).
Theorem 1.12 (Shelah [25]). Let D be stable. If hMi j i<i is an increasing sequence
of (D; )-homogeneous models and the conality of  is at least (D); then
S
i< Mi
is (D; )-homogeneous.
The next theorem will be used to show the symmetry property of the rank.
Theorem 1.13 (Shelah [23]). D is unstable if and only if D has the 1-order property.
Using [21] together with the method of [30, Theorem 2:12] and Theorem 1:13, one
can easily show:
Theorem 1.14. If D is stable in ; A is a D-set of cardinality at most ; and I is a
D-set of nite tuples having cardinality at least +; then there is J  I of cardinality
+; such that J is an indiscernible set over A.
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We will use the following properties of (D) in the case when (D) =@0, and we
will actually provide alternative proofs to these facts using the rank.
Denition 1.15. Suppose D is stable, I is a D-set, which is a set of indiscernibles and
A is a D-set. Dene
AvD(I; A) = f( x; a) j a2A; ( x; y)2L(T ) and j(I; aj>(D)g:
Lemma 1.16 (Shelah [25]). Suppose D is stable; I is a D-set; which is a set of in-
discernibles and A is a D-set. Then
(1) AvD(I; A)2 SD(A);
(2) there exists J a subset of I with jJ j<jAj+ + (D) such that InJ is indiscernible
over A[ J ;
(3) if jI j>jAj+ + (D); then there is a in I realizing AvD(I; A).
2. Rank, stationary types and dependence relation
We rst introduce a rank for the class of D-models (see Denition 1.2) which
generalizes the rank from [26]. We then prove basic properties of it which show that
it is well behaved and is natural for this class.
Denition 2.1. For any set of formulas p( x; b) with parameters in b, and A a subset
of C containing b, we dene the rank RA[p]. The rank RA[p] will be an ordinal, −1,
or 1 and we have the usual ordering −1<<1 for any ordinal . We dene the
relation of RA[p]> by induction on .
(1) RA[p]>0, if p( x; b) is realized in C;
(2) RA[p]>, when  is a limit ordinal, if RA[p]> for every <;
(3) RA[p]> + 1 if the following two conditions hold:
(a) There is a2A and a formula ( x; y) such that
RA[p[( x; a)]> and RA[p[:( x; a)]>;
(b) For every a2A there is q( x; y)2D such that
RA[p[ q( x; a)]>:
We write:
RA[p] =−1 if p is not realized in C;
RA[p] =  if RA[p]> but it is not the case that RA[p]> + 1;
RA[p] =1 if RA[p]> for every ordinal :
For any set of formulas p( x) over AC, we let
RA[p] = minfRA[q] j qp B; B dom(p); B niteg:
We write R[p] for RC[p].
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We need several basic properties of this rank. Some of them are purely technical and
are stated here for future reference. Most of them are analogs of the usual properties
for ranks in the rst-order case, with the exception of (2) and (3). The proofs vary
from the rst order context because of the second clause at successor stage, but they
are all routine inductions and are left for the reader.
Lemma 2.2. Let A be a subset of C .
(1) RA[f x = cg] = 0.
(2) If p is over a nite set or p is complete; then RA[p]>0 if and only if there is
BA and q2 SD(B) such that p q.
(3) If A is the universe of a (D;@0)-homogeneous model and tp( a=;) = tp(b=;) ( for
a; b2A); then RA[p( x; b)] =RA[p( x; a)].
(4) (Monotonicity) If p ‘ q and p is over a nite set; then RA[p]6RA[q].
(5) If f2Aut(C ) then RA[p] =Rf(A)[f(p)].
(6) (Monotonicity) If p q then RA[p]>RA[q].
(7) (Finite character) There is a nite B dom(p) such that
RA[p] =RA[p B]:
(8) If RA[p] =  and <; then there is q over A such that RA[q] = .
(9) If RA[p]>(jAj+ 2jT j)+; then RA[p] =1.
Moreover; when A is (D;@0)-homogeneous; the bound is (2jT j)+.
The next lemma shows that the rank is especially well behaved when the param-
eter A is the universe of a (D;@0)-homogeneous model. This is used in particular to
study (D;@0)-homogeneous models in the last two sections. Recall that R[p] is an
abbreviation for RC[p].
Lemma 2.3. (1) If p is over a subset of a (D;@0)-homogeneous model M; then
RM [p] =R[p].
(2) If p is over M1 \M2; with Ml(D;@0)-homogeneous; for l= 1; 2; we have RM1 [p]
=RM2 [p].
(3) If q( x; a1) and q( x; a2) are sets of formulas; with a1 2M1 and a2 2M2 satisfying
tp( a1=;) = tp( a2=;); then RM1 [q( x; a1)] =RM2 [q( x; a2)].
Proof. (1) By nite character, let p1; p2 p each over a nite set be such that
RM [p1] =RM [p] and R[p2] =R[p]. Then q=p1 [p2 p is over a nite set and we
have simultaneously RM [q] =RM [p] and R[q] =R[p]. Hence, we may assume that p
is over a nite set a. Now, we show by induction on  that
RM [p]> implies R[p]>:
When = 0 or  is a limit, it is clear. Suppose RM [p]> + 1. Then there is b2M
and ( x; y) such that both
RM [p[( x; b)]> and RM [p[:( x; b)]>:
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By induction hypothesis, we have
R[p[( x; b)]> and R[p[:( x; b)]>:
Further, if b2C, choose b0 2M , such that tp(b= a) = tp(b0= a). Since RM [p]>+1, there
is q( x; y)2D such that RM [p[ q( x; b0)]>. Thus, since C is (D;@0)-homogeneous, by
induction hypothesis we have R[p[ q( x; b0)]>, and so by Lemma 2.2(3) R[p[
q( x; b)]>. Hence R[p]> + 1.
The converse is similar
(2) By (1) applied twice, RM1 [p] =R[p] =RM2 [p].
(3) Since RM1 [q( x; a1)] =R[q( x; a1)] =R[q( x; a2)] =RM2 [q( x; a2)].
We now show that the rank is bounded when D is @0-stable. When D =D(T ), D
has bounded rank if and only if the theory T is totally transcendental. Therefore, the
rank may be bounded for diagrams that are not @0-stable. See Theorem 2.13 for a
precise converse.
Theorem 2.4. If D is stable in  for some @06<2@0 then RA[p]<1 for every type
p and every subset A of C .
Proof. We prove the contrapositive. Suppose there is a subset A of C and a type p
over A such that RA[p] =1. We construct sets AA and types p, for 2<!2, such
that
(1) p 2 SD(A);
(2) pp when <;
(3) A is nite;
(4) p ^ 0 and p ^ 1 are contradictory;
(5) RA[p] =1;
This is possible: Let  = (2jT j)+ if A is a (D;@0)-homogeneous model, and  =
(jAj+ 2jT j)+ otherwise. The construction is by induction on n= ‘().
 For n= 0, by nite character we choose rst b2A, such that RA[p] =RA[p  b]
=1. Since RA[p  b] =1, in particular RA[p  b]>+1 so there exists q( x; y)2D,
such that RA[(p  b)[ q( x; b)]>. But then p  b q( x; b); q( x; b)2 SD(b) and
RA[q( x; b)]>, so RA[q( x; b)] =1 by Lemma 2.2(9). Therefore, we let Ah i = b and
ph i = q( x; b) and the conditions are satised.
 Assume n>0 and that we have constructed p 2 SD(A) with ‘() = n. Since
RA[p] =1, in particular RA[p]>( + 1) + 1. Hence, there is a 2A and ( x; y)
such that
RA[p [( x; a)]> + 1 and RA[p [:( x; a)]> + 1:(*)
Let A ^ 0 =A ^ 1 =A [ aA. Both A ^ 0 and A ^ 1 are nite, so (*) and the denition
of the rank imply that there are ql( x; y)2D for l= 0; 1, such that
RA[p [( x; a)[ q0( x; A ^ 0)]>
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and
RA[p [:( x; a)[ q1( x; A ^ 1)]>:
Dene p ^ 0 :=p [( x; a)[ q0( x; A ^ 0) and p ^ 1 :=p [:( x; a)[ q1( x; A ^ 1).
Then p ^ l 2 SD(A ^ l) since ql( x; A ^ l)2 SD(A ^ l) and A ^ l is nite for l= 0; 1. More-
over, p ^ 0 and p ^ 1 are contradictory by construction. Finally RA[p ^ l] =1, since
RA[p ^ l]>. Hence all the requirements are met.
This is enough: For each 2 !2, dene A :=
S
n2! An and p :=
S
n2! pn. We
claim that p 2 SD(A). Certainly p 2 S(A), so we only need to show that if c j=p,
then A [ c is a D-set ( c is not assumed to be in C). It is enough to show that
tp( c d=;)2D for every nite d2A. But, if d2A, then there is n2! such
that d2An. Since c j=pn and pn 2 SD(An), then c[An is a D-set, and therefore
tp( c d=;)2D, which is what we wanted. Now that we have established that p 2 SD(A),
since C is (D; )-homogeneous, there is c 2C such that c j=p. Now let C =S
2<!2 A. Then jCj=@0 and if  6= 2 !2, then tp( c=C) 6= tp( c=C), since p and
p are contradictory. Therefore jSD(C)j>2@0 , which shows that D is not stable in 
for any @06<2@0 .
Remark 2.5. Recall that in [21], D is stable in  if and only if there is a (D; +)-
homogeneous model and jSD(A)j6 for all D sets A of cardinality at most  (this is
Denition 2.1 of [21]). The proof of the previous theorem shows that if D is stable
in  for some @06<2@0 in the sense of [21] then RA[p]<1 for all D-set A and
D-type p. In other words, we do not really need C for this proof.
By analogy with the rst-order case (see [30, Denition 3.1]), we introduce the fol-
lowing denition. It is not dicult to see that if D =D(T ), D is totally transcendental
if and only if T is a totally transcendental rst-order theory. In general however, the
underlying theory may be unstable (even if the diagram is categorical). For exam-
ple, vector spaces over Archimedean elds have the strict order property and are not
o-minimal, but as a class are totally transcendental in the sense below.
Denition 2.6. We say that D is totally transcendental if RA[p]<1 for every subset
A of C and every type p over A.
For the rest of the paper, we will make the following hypothesis. We will occasion-
ally repeat that D is totally transcendental for emphasis.
Hypothesis 2.7. D is totally transcendental.
In what follows, we shall show that when D is totally transcendental, the rank aords
a well-behaved dependence relation on the subsets of C. We rst focus on a special
kind of types.
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Denition 2.8. A type p is called stationary if for every B containing dom(p) there
is a unique type pB 2 SD(B), such that pB extends p and R[p] =R[pB].
Note that since our rank is not an extension of Morley’s rank, one does not neces-
sarily get the usual stationary types when the class is rst order. The argument in the
next lemma is a generalization of Theorem 1:4(1)(b) in [26]. Recall that p2 SD(A)
splits over BA if there exists ( x; y) and a; c2A with tp( a=B) = tp( c=B), such that
( x; a)2p and :( x; c)2p.
Lemma 2.9. Suppose there is d2C realizing p( x; b) and a (D;@0)-homogeneous
model M containing b such that
R[tp( d=M)] =R[p( x; b)] = :(*)
Then; for any AC containing b there is a unique pA 2 SD(A) extending p( x; b);
such that
R[pA] =R[p( x; b)] = :
Moreover; pA does not split over b.
Proof. We rst prove uniqueness. Suppose two dierent types pA and qA 2 SD(A)
extend p( x; b) and
R[pA] =R[p( x; b)] =R[qA] = :
Then there is ( x; c)2pA such that :( x; c)2 qA. Thus, by monotonicity,
R[p( x; b)[( x; c)]>RA[p] =  and R[p( x; b)[:( x; c)]>RA[p] = :
Further, for every c2C, there is c0 2M such that tp( c=b) = tp( c0=b) since M is (D;@0)-
homogeneous. Now write q( x; c0) = tp( d= c0), and note that
R[p( x; b)[ q( x; c0)]>R[tp( d=b[ c0)]>R[tp( d=M)] = :
But q( x; y)2D by denition and so by Lemma 2.2(2) R[p( x; b)[ q( x; c)]> since
tp( cb=;) = tp( c0 b=;). But this shows that R[p( x; b)]> + 1, which contradicts (*).
We now argue that pA does not split over b. Suppose it does, and choose a formula
(x; y)2Fml(T ) and sequences c0; c1 2A with tp(c0= b) = tp(c1= b) such that (x; c0)
and :(x; c1) both belong to pA. Then by monotonicity,
R[p(x; b)[(x; c0)]>RA[p] =  and R[p(x; b)[:(x; c1)]>RA[p] = :
But tp(c0= b) = tp(c1= b) so by Lemma 2.2(3) we have
R[p(x; b)[(x; c1)]> :
An argument similar to the uniqueness argument in the rst paragraph nishes to show
that R[p(x; b)]>  + 1, which is again a contradiction to (*).
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For the existence, let pA be the following set of formulas with parameters in A:
f(x; c) jThere exists c 0 2M such that tp(c= b) = tp(c 0= b) and j=[ d; c 0]g:
Now pA forms a complete type in SD(A) extending p(x; b), since by the non-splitting
part, tp( d=M) does not split over A. It follows that R[pA] =R[tp( d=M)] = . Otherwise,
since pA extends p(x; b), by monotonicity we must have R[pA]6 , and therefore
R[pA]<. Let us choose b 0 2A such that b b 0 and R[pA] =R[pA  b 0]. For conve-
nience, we write q(x; b 0) :=pA  b 0, and so R[q(x; b 0)]<. Now since M is (D;@0)-
homogeneous, we can choose b 00 2M such that tp(b00= b) = tp(b 0= b). Hence,
R[q(x; b 0)] =R[q(x; b 0)]<:(**)
But by denition of pA, we must have q(x; b 0) tp( d=M), so by monotonicity we
have R[q(x; b 0)]>R[tp( d;M)] = , which contradicts (**).
Corollary 2.10. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) p2 SD(A) is stationary.
(2) There is a (D;@0)-homogeneous model M containing A and d2C realizing p
such that R[tp( d=M)] =R[p].
Denition 2.11. A stationary type p2 SD(A) is based on B(A) if R[p] =R[p B].
Remark 2.12. (1) Complete types over a (D;@0)-homogeneous model are stationary.
(2) We will keep using pA to denote the unique extension preserving the rank, as
in Lemma 2.9.
(3) If p is stationary, then p is based on a nite set B. Furthermore, p B is also
stationary and p is the only extension of p B such that R[p] =R[p B].
(4) If p is stationary and dom(p)AB, then pA =pB A.
(5) Suppose tp( a=;) = tp( a 0=;). Then p(x; a 0) is stationary if and only if p(x; a) is
stationary. (Use an automorphism of C sending a to a 0.)
Stationary types allow us to prove a converse of Theorem 2.4.
Theorem 2.13. If D is totally transcendental then D is stable in every > jDj+ jT j.
In particular (D) =@0.
Proof. Let > jDj + jT j, and let A be a subset of C of cardinality at most . Since
> jDj+ jT j, by using a countable, increasing chain of models we can nd a (D;@0)-
homogeneous model M containing A of cardinality . Since jSD(A)j6 jSD(M)j, it is
enough to show that jSD(M)j6 . Suppose that jSD(M)j> +. Since M is (D;@0)-
homogeneous, each p2 SD(M) is stationary. Hence, for each p2 SD(M), we can
choose a nite BpM such that p is based on Bp. Since there are only  many
nite subsets of M , by the pigeonhole principle there is a xed nite subset B of M
such that + many types p2 SD(M) are based on B. Since +>jSD(B)j= jDj, another
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application of the pigeonhole principle shows that there are a single stationary type
q2 SD(B) with + many extensions in SD(M) of the same rank. This contradicts the
stationarity of q. Hence D is stable in .
For the last sentence, let =i!(jDj + jT j). By Zermelo-Konig, @0>, hence by
Theorem 1:10 (D) =@0.
The following results show that stationary types behave nicely. Not only do they have
the uniqueness and the extension properties, but they can be represented by averages.
Surprisingly, it turns out that every type is reasonably close to a stationary type (this
is made precise in Lemma 4.9).
Denition 2.14. Let p2 SD(A) be stationary and let  be an innite ordinal. The
sequence I = fci j i<g is called a Morley sequence based on p if for each i<
we have ci realizes pAi , where Ai =A[fcj j j<ig.
Lemma 2.15. Let p2 SD(A) be stationary. If I is a Morley sequence based on p,
then I is indiscernible over A.
Proof. By stationarity pAi pAj when i<j, and by the previous lemma each pAi does
not split over A. Hence, a standard result (see for example [30, Lemma I.2.5]) implies
that I is an indiscernible sequence over A.
Denition 2.16. ((D) =@0) For I an innite set of indiscernibles and A a set (with
I [AC), recall that
AvD(I; A) = f(x; a) j a2A; (x; y)2L(T ) and j(I; a)j>@0g:
Lemma 2.17. Suppose p2 SD(A) is stationary and I is a Morley sequence based
on p. Then for any B containing A we have that pB = AvD(I; B).
Proof. Let BC and write I = fci j i<g. Choose ci 2C for 6 i< + ! realizing
pBi , where Bi =B[
S faj j j<ig. Since AvD(I; B)2 SD(B) extends p, it is enough to
show that R[AvD(I; B)] =R[p]. Suppose R[AvD(I; B)] 6=R[p]. Then, by monotonicity,
we must have R[AvD(I; B)]<R[p]. We can nd a nite C B such that p is based
on C and by nite character, we may assume in addition that
R[AvD(I; B)] =R[AvD(I; C)]<R[p]:(*)
But, since C is nite and (D) =@0, by Lemma 1.16 there is ci 2 I for 6 i< + !
realizing AvD(I; C), and since C B, we must have tp(ci=C) = AvD(I; C) =pC (since
ci realizes pBi). But then, by choice of C we have R[AvD(I; C)] =R[pC] =R[p] which
contradicts ().
Lemma 2.18. Let I be an innite indiscernible set; A be nite and p= AvD(I; A) be
stationary. Then for any C A we have pC = AvD(I; C).
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Proof. Write I = fci j i<g, for >! and let C be given. Choose ci 2C for 6 i<
 + ! realizing pCi , where Ci =C [
S fcj j j<ig. Let I 0 = fci j i< + !g and note
that necessarily AvD(I; B) = AvD(I 0; B) for any B. Suppose pC 6= AvD(I; C); then since
AvD(I; A)AvD(I; C), we must have R[AvD(I; C)]<R[p], so R[AvD(I 0; C)]<R[pC].
Choose C0 nite, with AC0C, such that R[AvD(I 0; C)] =R[AvD(I 0; C0)]. Now there
is J  I 0 nite such that I 0nJ is indiscernible over C0. Choose ci 2 I 0nJ with i>. Then
ci realizes AvD(I 0; C0), so AvD(I 0; C0) = tp(ci=C0)pCi by choice of ci. But then
R[AvD(I 0; C0)]>R[pCi ] =R[p]>R[AvD(I; C)] =R[AvD(I
0; C0)];
a contradiction.
It is natural at this point to introduce the relation A j^
B
C; by analogy with the rst-
order case (see for example [1] or [17]). We do not claim that the two notions coincide
even when both are dened. First, forking may be better behaved. When D =D(T ), the
relation A j^
B
C is very close to non-splitting and in fact, non-splitting satises all the
axioms of Theorem 2.21. At the same time, forking is dened, but it is not clear that
they coincides for general sets (the main obstacles are that the notions of extension,
stationarity and symmetry hold only over models that are, in this case, @0-saturated).
Second, forking may not work at all. Typically, a diagram may be totally transcendental
while the underlying theory is unstable. Thus, in addition to the problem of failure of
compactness (which is key to proving many of the properties of forking), one could
not expect forking to be so well behaved.
Denition 2.19. Suppose A; B; C C , with BA. We say that
A j^
B
C if R[tp( a=B)] =R[tp( a=B[C)] for every a2A:
As in many other contexts, the symmetry property can be obtained from the failure
of the order property.
Theorem 2.20 (Symmetry). If tp( a=B) and tp( c=B) are stationary; then
a j^
B
c if and only if c j^
B
a:
Proof. First, D is stable by Theorem 2.13, and therefore does not have the 1-order
property by Theorem 1:13. Suppose, for a contradiction, that
R[tp(c=B[ a)]<R[tp(c=B)] and R[tp( a=B[ c)]<R[tp( a=B)]:
Let =i(2jTj)+ and let  = (2)+. We use Theorem 1.6 to show that D has the 1-order
property, by constructing an order of length . Choose p(x; y; b)2 SD(b) with b2B,
such that
R[tp( a=B[ c)] =R[p(x; c; b)] =R[tp( a=B)]
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and
R[tp(c=B[ a)] =R[p( a; y; b)]<R[tp(c=B)]:
Let a; c 2C for < and B =B[
S f a; c j <g be such that
(1) B0 =B;
(2) c realizes tp(c=B) and R[tp(c=B)] =R[tp(c=B)];
(3) a realizes tp( a=B) and R[tp( a=B [ c)] =R[tp( a=B)].
This is achieved by induction on <. Let B0 :=B; a0 := a and c0 := c. At stage ,
we let rst B :=B[
S f a; c j <g which is well dened by inducion hypothesis.
We then satisfy in this order (2) by stationarity of tp(c=B), and (3) by stationarity of
tp( a=B).
This is enough: Let >. Then a 2B. Hence c^a cannot realize p(x; y; b) since
otherwise R[tp(c=B)]6R[p( a; y; b)]<R[tp(c=B)], contradicting (2) (we used the
fact that tp( a=B) = tp( a=B) to see that R[p( a; y; b)] =R[p( a; y; b)].
Now suppose that 6 . By stationarity, we have tp( a=B c) = tp( a=B c), so a real-
izes p(x; c; b). Further, by (3) tp( a=B c) does not split over B. But c; c 2B c satisfy
tp(c=B) = tp(c=B) by (2). Hence, a realizes p(x; c; b), so c a realize p(x; y; b).
Let d = c a and let q(x1; y1; x2; y2; b) :=p(x1; y2; b) (we may assume that q is
closed under nite conjunction). Then, above construction shows that
d d j= q(x1; y1; x2; y2; b) if and only if 6 <;(*)
i.e. we have an order of length  witnessed by the type q.
We use (*) to obtain an order of length  witnessed by a formula as follows. On
the one hand, (*) implies that for any (x1; x2; y1; y2; c)2 q, the following holds:
j= [ d; d; b] whenever 6:(**)
On the other hand, if >, by () again, there is ;(x1; x2; y1; y2; b)2 q, such that
j= :;[ d; d; b]. Hence, by the Erdos{Rado theorem, since jqj6jT j, we can nd
S   of cardinality  and (x1; x2; y1; y2; b)2 q, such that
j= :[ d; d; b] whenever >; ; 2 S:(***)
Therefore, (**) and (***) together show that we can nd an order of length , which
is the desired contradiction.
We close this section by gathering together the properties of the relation A j^
B
Cc.
They are stated with the names of the rst order forking properties to which they
correspond.
Theorem 2.21. (1) (Denition) A j^
B
C if and only if A j^
B
B[C.
(2) (Existence) A j^
B
B
(3) (Local character) For all a and C; there is a nite BC such that a j^
B
C.
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(4) (Invariance under automorphisms) Let f2Aut(C).
A j^
B
C if and only if f(A) j^
f(B)
f(C):
(5) (Finite character)
A j^
B
C if and only if A0 j^
B
C0;
for every nite A0A; and nite C0C.
(6) (Monotonicity) Suppose A0A; C0C and that B0 is such that BB0C0.
Then
A j^
B
C implies A0 j^
B0
C0:
(7) (Transitivity) If BC D; then
A j^
B
C and A j^
C
D if and only if A j^
B
D:
(8) (Symmetry) Let M is a (D;@0)-homogeneous model.
A j^
M
C if and only if C j^
M
A:
(9) (Extension) Let M be a (D;@0)-homogeneous model. For every A; C there exists
A0 such that
tp(A=M) = tp(A0=M) and A0 j^
M
C:
(10) (Uniqueness) Let M be a (D;@0)-homogeneous model. If A; A0 satisfy
tp(A=M) = tp(A0=M) and both A j^
M
C and A0 j^
M
C
then tp(A=MC) = tp(A0=MC).
Proof. (1) This is just by Denition 2.19.
(2) Immediate from Denition 2.19.
(3) By nite character of the rank and Denition 2.19.
(4) Follows from Lemma 2.25.
(5) Immediate by nite denition and nite character of the rank.
(6) Immediate by Lemma 2.2(6) and the denition.
(7) Let a2A. Then, by nite character, a j^
B
C, and a j^
C
D, so by Denition 2.19
R[tp( a=C)] =R[tp( a=B)] and R[tp( a=D)] =R[tp( a=C)]. Thus R[tp( a=B)] =R[tp( a=D)], so
a j^
B
D. Hence, by nite character, we must have A j^
B
D. The converse is just by
Monotonicity.
(8) Assume C j^=
M
A. Then, by nite character, there is c2C, such that R[tp( c=M)]<
R[tp( c=M)]. Also by nite character, there exists a2A such that R[tp( c=M [ a)]
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=R[tp( c=M)]. Hence c j^=
M
a. But, by Corollary 2.10, both tp( a=M) and tp( c=M) are
stationary, so by Theorem 2.20 we must have a j^=
M
c. By nite character, this shows
that A j^=
M
C.
(9) Follows from Corollary 2.10 and Denition 2.19.
(10) Follows from Corollary 2.10 and Denition 2.19.
3. Regular and minimal types
In this section, we prove the existence of various pregeometries for totally transcen-
dental diagrams. First, we make the following denition (a similar denition appears
in [24]).
Denition 3.1. (1) Let a be in M and q(x; a) be a type. We say that q(x; a) is big for
M if q(x; a) is realized by some c2C nM ;
(2) We say that q(x; a) is big if q(x; a) is big for any M containing a;
(3) Let AM . A type q2 SD(A) is big ( for M) if q  a is big (for M) for every
a2A.
In presence of the compactness theorem, big types are the same as non-algebraic
types. Even in the general case, we have a nice characterization of bigness when the
types are stationary.
Lemma 3.2. Let q2 SD(A) be stationary. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) q is big for some (D;@0)-homogeneous M containing A;
(2) R[q]>1;
(3) q is big.
Proof. (1) ) (2) Since M is (D;@0)-homogeneous, by Lemma 2.3, R[q] =RM [q], so
it is enough to show RM [q]>1. Let a2A be such that RM [q] =RM [q  a ]. Since q  a
is big for M , there exists c =2M realizing q  a. Also, since M is (D;@0)-homogeneous,
there is c0 2M realizing q  a. Hence
RM [(q  a) [ fx = c0g]>0 and RM [(q  a) [ fx 6= c0g]>0:
Moreover, for every b2M; (q  a) [ tp( c= b) is realized by c, and so
RM [(q  a)[ tp( c= b)]>0
and tp( c= b)2 SD(b). This shows that RM [q  a ]>1.
(2) ) (3) Suppose q is stationary, R[q]>1 and M containing a are given. By
taking a larger M if necessary, we may assume that M is (D;@0)-homogeneous. Since
q is stationary, there exists qM 2 SD(M), such that R[qM ] =R[q]>1. Let c realize qM .
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If c2M , then fx = cg2 qM , so
0 =R[x = c ]>R[qM ]>1;
which is a contradiction. Hence c =2M , so q is big for M .
(3) ) (1) Clear by denition.
Denition 3.3. Let p2 SD(A) be a big, stationary type.
(1) We say that p is regular for M if AM and for every BM we have
a j^
A
B and b j^=
A
B imply a j^
A
B[ b for all a; b2p(M):
(2) We say that p is regular if p is regular for C.
Lemma 3.4. Let p2 SD(A) be a big; stationary type based on c2A. If p  c is
regular; then p is regular.
Proof. First note that stationarity and bigness are preserved (bigness is the content of
Lemma 3.2). Suppose p is not regular. We will show that p  c is not regular. Let
a; b j=p and B be such that
a j^
A
B; b j^=
A
B and yet a j^=
A
B [ b:
Therefore tp( a=A[B) =pA[B and so by choice of c we have tp( a=A[B) = (p  c)A[B,
i.e. a j^
c
A[B. Now since R[p] =R[p  c ],
R[tp(b=A[B)]<R[tp(b=A)] implies R[tp(b=A[B)]<R[p  c ];
i.e. b j^=
c
A[B. We show similarly that a j^=
c
A[B[ b, which shows that p  c is not
regular.
Remark 3.5. If p(x; a) is regular and a0 2M is such that tp( a=;) = tp( a0=;), then
p(x; a0) is regular.
Denition 3.6. Let p2 SD(B); BM and W =p(M)nB 6= ;. Dene
a2 cl(C) if a j^=
B
C for a2W and C W:
Theorem 3.7. Let M be (D;@0)-homogeneous containing B and p2 SD(B) be realized
in M . If p is regular then (W; cl) is a pregeometry.
Proof. We need to show that the four axioms of pregeometry hold (note that W 6= ;).
(1) We show that for every C W; C  cl(C).
Let c2C, then fx = cg2 tp(c=A[C), hence
R[tp(c=B[C)] = 0<R[p];
so c j^=
B
C and thus c2 cl(C).
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(2) We show that if c2 cl(C), there is C0C nite, such that c2 cl(C0).
Let c2 cl(C). By Denition 3.6 c j^=
B
C so by Theorem 2.21(5) there exists
C0C nite, such that c j^=
B
C0, hence c2 cl(C0).
(3) We show that if a2 cl(C) and C  cl(E), then a2 cl(E).
Write C = fci j i<g. Then a j^=
B
fci j i<g. Suppose a j^
B
E. We show by induc-
tion on i< that a j^
B
E [fcj j j<ig.
 For i = 0 this is the assumption and for i a limit ordinal, this is true by
Theorem 2.21(5).
 For the successor case, suppose it is true for i. Then a j^
B
E [fcl j l<ig. Since
C  cl(E), we have ci j^=
B
E, so by Theorem 2.21(6) ci j^=
B
E [fcl j l<ig. Hence,
since p is regular, we must have a j^
B
E [fcl j l<ig[ ci.
Thus a j^
B
E [C, and since C C [E, we must have a j^
B
C. Hence, a =2 cl(C),
which contradicts our assumption.
(4) We show that if c2 cl(Ca)ncl(C), then a2 cl(Cc).
Since symmetry has been shown only for stationary types, this statement is not
immediate from Theorem 2.20.
Suppose that c j^=
B
Ca and c j^
B
C. Then c j^=
C
a, since
R[tp(c=B[Ca)]<R[tp(c=B)] =R[tp(c=B[C)]:
Therefore c realizes pB[C , so tp(c=B[C) is stationary. Then a j^=
B
Cc, by Transitivity.
Hence, we are done.
Otherwise, a j^
B
C. Hence a realizes pB[C and so tp(a=B[C) is stationary. Therefore
by Theorem 2.20 we must have a j^=
C
c, a contradiction.
Hence by Theorem 2.21(6), we have a j^=
B
Cc, i.e. a2 cl(Cc).
We now show the connection between independent sets in the pregeometries, aver-
ages and stationarity.
Now we turn to existence. In order to do this, we need a lemma.
Lemma 3.8. Let M be (D;@0)-homogeneous; and p( x; c) over M be big and station-
ary. Then p( x; c) is regular if and only if p( x; c) is regular for M .
Proof. If p( x; c) is regular, then p( x; c) is clearly regular for M . Suppose p( x; c) is
not regular. Then there are BC , and a; b realizing p( x; c), such that
a j^
c
B; b j^=
c
B; and a j^=
c
Bb:
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First, we may assume that B is nite: choose B0B such that
R[tp( a=B0 [ cb)] =R[tp( a=B[ cb)]
and then choose B00B nite, such that b 6j=pBB00. Hence, for B0 =B0 [B00B, we
have
a j^
c
B0; b j^=
c
B0; and a j^=
c
B0 b:
Now, since M is (D;@0)-homogeneous and c2M , we can nd B1; a1 and b1 inside M
such that tp(B0 ab= c) = tp(B1 a1 b1= c). Therefore, by invariance we have
a j^
c
B1; b j^=
c
B1; and a j^=
c
B1 b:
This shows that p is not regular for M .
The following argument for the existence of regular types is similar to Claim V.3.5.
of [30]. However, since our basic denitions are dierent, we provide a proof.
Theorem 3.9 (Existence of regular types). Let M;N be (D;@0)-homogeneous. If
M N and M 6=N; then there exists p(x; a) regular; realized in NnM . In fact; if
p(x; a) is big and stationary; and has minimal rank among all big; stationary types
over M realized in NnM; then p(x; a) is regular.
Proof. The rst statement follows from the second. To prove the second statement, we
rst choose c0 2NnM , be such that tp(c0=M) has minimal rank among all types over M
realized in NnM , say R[tp(c0=M)] = . We then choose a2M such that R[tp(c0=M)] =
R[tp(c0= a)] = . Write tp(c0= a) =p(x; a) and note that p is stationary and big for M ,
hence big, by Lemma 3.2.
By the previous lemma, to show that p(x; a) is regular, it is equivalent to show that
p(x; a) is regular for M . For this, let a; b2p(M) and BM such that
a j^
a
B and b j^=
a
B:
We must show that a j^
a
Bb. Suppose, by way of contradiction that this is not the case.
Then, by denition, we have R[tp(a=B ab)]<. We now choose c; d2B such that
R[tp(a=B ab)] =R[tp(a= c ab)]< and R[tp(b=B a)] =R[tp(b= d a)]<:
Since N is (D;@0)-homogeneous and c0; a; b; a; c; d2N , there is b0 2N such that
tp(ab= a c d) = tp(a0b0= a c d). Now, tp(b0= a d) = tp(b0= a d), so
R[tp(b0=M)]6R[tp(b0= a d)] =R[tp(b= a d)]<:
By minimality of , we must have b02M . This implies that R[tp(a0=M)]6
R[tp(a0= c ab0)], so R[tp(a0= c ab0)]=. Now there is f2Aut(C) such that f(a0)=a,
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f(b0) = b and f c a= id c a, by choice of b0. Hence, by property of the rank
=R[tp(a0= c ab0)] =R[f(tp(a0= c ab0))] =R[(tp(a= c ab)]<;
which is a contradiction. Hence a j^
a
Bb, so that p(x; a) is regular.
By observing what happens when N = C in above theorem, one discovers more
concrete regular types. For this, we make the following denition. A similar denition
in the context of L!1!(Q) appears in the last section of [24]. An illustration of why
this denition is natural can be found in the proof of Lemma 4.22. In presence of the
compactness theorem, S-minimal is the same as strongly minimal.
Denition 3.10. (1) A big, stationary type q( x; a) over M is said to be S-minimal for
M if for any ( x; b) over M not both q( x; a)[ ( x; b) and q( x; a)[: ( x; b) are big
for M .
(2) A big, stationary type q( x; a) is said to be S-minimal if q( x; a) is S-minimal for
every moment M containing a.
(3) If q2 SD(A) is big and stationary, we say that q is S-minimal if q a is S-minimal
for some a.
Remark 3.11. (1) Let M be (D;@0)-homogeneous model. Let q( x; c) be S-minimal for
M . Let W = q(M; c) and for a2W and BW dene
a2 cl(B) if tp(a=B[ c) is not big (for M):
Then it can be shown directly from the assumption that D is totally transcendental,
that (W; cl) is a pregeometry.
(2) Let M be (D;@0)-homogeneous. If q(x; c) has minimal rank among all big,
stationary q(x; c) over M , then the previous theorem shows that q is regular. But q is
also S-minimal for M . As a matter of fact, if a j^
c
B, then R[tp(a=B[ c)] =R[q( x; c)]>1
and tp(a=B[ c) is stationary, so tp(a=b[ c) is big, so a =2 cl(B). Conversely, if a j^=
c
B,
then R[tp(a=B c)]<R[q(x; c)]. But if tp(a=B[ c) was big, then we could nd a0 =2M
such that tp(a0=B[ c) = tp(a=B[ c), so
R[tp(a0=M)]6R[tp(a0=B[ c)] = R[tp(a=B[ c)]<R[q(x; c)];
contradicting the minimality of R[q(x; c)]. Hence tp(a=B[ c) is not big, and so a2 cl(B).
In other words, both pregeometries coincide.
(3) Using the results that we have proven so far, it is not dicult to show that if
M;N are (D;@0)-homogeneous, and q(x; c) has minimal rank among all big, stationary
types over M and c0 2N such that tp( c=;) = tp( c0=;), then q(x; c0) has minimal rank
among all big, stationary types over N , hence if q(x; c0) is S-minimal for N .
In the light of these remarks, we will make the following denition.
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Denition 3.12. Let M be (D;@0)-homogeneous. A big, stationary type q( x; c)
with c2M is called minimal if q( x; c) has minimal rank among all big, stationary
types over M .
We close this section by summarizing above remark in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.13. (1) For any (D;@0)-homogeneous model; there exists a minimal q(x; c)
with c2M .
(2) Minimal types are regular and moreover for every A containing c; every set B
and a j= qA we have
tp(a=A[B) is big if and only if a j^
A
B:
Proof. The rst item is clear by denition. The second follows by Theorem 3.9, and
Remark 3.11(2) and (3).
4. Applications
In this section, we give a few applications of our concepts. The rank is especially
useful to study the class of (D;@0)-homogeneous models of a totally transcendental D.
In the rst subsection, we start with the existence of prime models.
4.1. Prime models
We give denitions from [21] in more modern terminology. The superscript ‘s’ in
Ds is to indicate that the isolation is over sets of parameters, rather than formulas.
Denition 4.1. (1) We say that p2 SD(A) is Ds -isolated over BA; jBj<, if for
any q2 SD(A) extending p B, we have q=p.
(2) We say that p2 SD(A) is Ds -isolated if there is BA; jBj<, such that p is
Ds -isolated over B.
The following are verications of Axioms X.1 and XI.1 from Chapter IV of [30].
Theorem 4.2 (X.1). Let AC and >@0. Every ( x; a) over A realized in C can
be extended to a Ds-isolated type p2 SD(A).
Proof. It is enough to show the result for  =@0.
Since C j=9 x[ x; a], there exists c2C such that C j=[ c; a]. Thus there exists is
p2 SD(A), namely, tp( c=A), containing ( x; a). Since D is totally transcendental and
AC we must have RA[p]<1. Among all those p2 SD(A) containing ( x; a) choose
one with minimal rank. Say RA[p] = >0.
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We claim that p is Ds@0 -isolated. First, there is
b2A such that RA[p] =RA[p  b].
We may assume that p  b contains ( x; a) by Lemma 2.2(6). Suppose that there is
q2 SD(A); q 6=p, such that q extends p  b. Then RA[q]> by choice of p (since q
contains ( x; a)). Now, choose  ( x; c) with c2A such that  ( x; c)2p and : ( x; c)2 q.
Then since (p  b)[  ( x; c)p, by Lemma 2.2(6) we have
RA[(p  b)[  ( x; c)]>RA[p]>:
Similarly,
RA[(p  b)[: ( x; c)]>RA[q]>:
Now, given any d2A; RA[p  b[ d]> (again by Lemma 2.2(6)). Since p2 SD(A),
necessarily if we write p  d=p( x; d), then we have p( x; y)2D (since p( x; d)2
SD(d)). Hence since p  b[ d‘p  b[p( x; d)) we have
RA[(p  b)[p( x; d)]>RA[p  b[ d]>:
But this shows that RA[p  b]> + 1, a contradiction.
Hence p is the only extension of p  b, so p is Ds@0 -isolated.
The proof of the next theorem is similar to that of the previous theorem and is left
to the reader.
Theorem 4.3 (XI.1). Let  be innite and BA. Every Ds -isolated r 2 SD(B) can be
extended to a Ds -isolated type p2 SD(A).
Following Chapter IV of [30], we set:
Denition 4.4. (1) We say that C= fhai; Ai; Bii j i<g is a (D; )-construction of C
over A if
(a) C =A[ S fai j i<g;
(b) BiAi; jBij<, where Ai =A[
S faj j j<ig;
(c) tp (ai=Ai)2 SD(Ai) is Ds-isolated over Bi.
(2) We say that M is Ds-constructible over A if there is a (D; )-construction for
M over A.
(3) We say that M is Ds-primary over A, if M is D
s
-constructible over A and M
is (D; )-homogeneous.
(4) We say that M is Ds-prime over A if
(a) M is (D; )-homogeneous and
(b) if N is (D; )-homogeneous and AN , then there is f :M !N elementary
such that f A= idA.
(5) We say that M is Ds-minimal over A, if M is D
s
-prime over A and for every
(D; )-homogeneous model N , if AN M , then M =N .
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Remark 4.5. We use the same notation as in [30], except that we replace F by D to
make it explicit that we deal exclusively with D-types (or equivalently, types realized
in C). In particular, for example if M is Ds@0 -primary over A, then M is D
s
@0 -prime
over A.
Theorem 4.6 (Existence of prime models). Let D be totally transcendental. Then for
all AC and innite  there is a Ds-primary model M over A of cardinality jAj +
jT j+ jDj+ . Moreover; M is Ds-prime over A.
Proof. See p. 175 of [30] and notice that we just established X .1 and XI .1. Observe
that in the construction, each new element realizes a D-type, so that the resulting model
is indeed a D-model. The optimal bound on the cardinality follows from Theorem 2.13.
The second sentence follows automatically.
Remark 4.7. A similar theorem, with a stronger assumption (D is @0-stable) and with-
out the bound on the cardinality appears in [21]. Note that Ds-primary, is called
(D; ; 1)-prime there.
It is natural to make the following conjecture.
Conjecture 4.8. Let D be totally transcendental. Then for any A the Ds@0 -prime model
over A is unique up to isomorphism xing A.
Note that this allows us to show how any type can be decomposed into stationary
and isolated types. A similar result appears in [26].
Lemma 4.9. Let p2 SD(A) and suppose a realizes p. Then there is b2C such that
(1) tp( b=A) is Ds@0-isolated;
(2) tp( a=A b) is stationary;
(3) R[tp( a=A b)] =R[tp( a= b)].
Furthermore; p does not split over a nite set.
Proof. Let a j=p. Let M be Ds@0-primary model over A. Then tp( a=M) is stationary
since M is (D;@0)-homogeneous, and there is b2M nite, such that R[tp( a=M)] =
R[tp( a= b)]. Hence R[tp( a=A b)] =R[tp( a= b)] by Lemma 2.2(6), and so tp( a=A b) is sta-
tionary. Also, tp( b=A) is Ds@0-isolated, since M is D
s
@0-primary over A.
Finally, to see that p does not split over a nite set, assume a j=p; tp( b=A) is Ds@0 -
isolated, tp( a=A b) is stationary, and R[tp( a=A b)] =R[tp( a= b)]. Then there is C A nite,
such that tp( b=A) is Ds@0 -isolated over C. Also, since tp( a=A
b) is stationary, it does not
split over b. Now it is easy to see that p does not split over C: otherwise there are
cl 2A, and ( x; y) such that tp( c1=C) = tp( c2=C); cl 2A for l= 1; 2, and j= [ a; c1] and
j= :[ a; c2]. But tp( b=A) does not split over C, and to tp( c1= b) = tp( c2= b). However,
this contradicts the fact that tp( a=A b) does not split over b. All the conditions are
satised.
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This gives us an alternative and short proof that averages are well dened, and in
fact, allows us to give short proofs of all the facts in Lemma 1.16.
Lemma 4.10. Let I be innite and AC . Then AvD(I; A)2 SD(A)
Proof. Completeness is clear. To see that AvD(I; A) is consistent, suppose that both
(x; a) and :(x; a) are realized by innitely many elements of I . But tp( a=I) does
not split over a nite set B I by the previous lemma. Hence, by choice of (x; a),
we can nd b; c2 InB such that j= [b; a] and j= :[c; a]. This however, shows
that tp( a=I) splits over B, since tp(b=B) = tp(c=B) by indiscernibility of I and both
(b; y);:(c; y)2 tp( a=I). Now AvD(I; A)2 SD(A) since we can extend I to a D-
set of indiscernible J of cardinality of jAj+, and then some element of J realizes
AvD(I; A).
The following is a particular case of Theorem 1.12. We include it here not just for
completeness, but because the proof is dierent from the proof of Theorem 1.12 and
very similar in the conceptual framework to the rst-order case.
Theorem 4.11. Let D be totally transcendental. If hMi j i<i is an increasing chain
of (D; )-homogeneous models; then
S
i< Mi is (D; )-homogeneous ( innite).
Proof. Let M =
S
i< Mi and notice that M is (D;@0)-homogeneous. Let p2 SD(A);
AM; jAj< and choose q2 SD(M) extending p. Then, by Corollary 2.10, q is
stationary and there is BM , nite such that q is based on B. Let i<, be such
that BMi. Since Mi is (D; )-homogeneous, there is I = faj j j<gMi is a Morley
sequence for qB. Then, by Lemma 2.17, qAB = AvD(I; A[B). But jI j>jA[Bj, so by
Lemma 1.16 there is aj 2 I realizing AvD(I; A[B). But qABp, so p is realized in
M . This shows that M is (D; )-homogeneous.
4.2. Two cardinal theorem and categoricity
We now focus on the structure of (D;@0)-homogeneous models of a totally transcen-
dental diagram D. As we said in the introduction, there are several key examples. When
D is the set of isolated types over the empty set, the class of (D;@0)-homogeneous
models coincides with the class of D-models, i.e., we are studying the class of atomic
models of a given rst-order theory. Recall that this class is especially important from
the point of view of classication for nonelementary classes. A result due to Shelah
[24] shows that, for example, given any @1-categorical Scott sentence  2L!1!, there
exists a rst-order theory T (possibly unstable) with the property that for every cardinal
, there is one-to-one correspondence between the models of  of cardinality  and
the atomic models of T of cardinality . Another example is when D =D(T ). As we
mentioned, when D =D(T ), then K is the class of @0-saturated models of a totally
transcendental theory. This case is important, since it demonstrates, in particular, that
all our estimates on the number of models are sharp.
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Denition 4.12. Dene
K= fM jM is (D;@0)-homogeneousg:
We rst prove a two cardinal theorem related to Chang’s Conjecture for K; when
D is a totally transcendental diagram.
Chang’s Conjecture for the class of models of countable rst-order theories is the
following statement. If T is a countable theory in a language containing a unary pred-
icate P(x) and if there exists a model M j=T such that kMk=+ and jP(M)j=, for
some innite , then there exists N M of cardinality @1 such that jP(N )j=@0. It is
known that this statement is, in fact, a large cardinal axiom. However, when T satises
additional assumptions, it is a theorem. We now show a two cardinal theorem in this
vein for the class K, when D is a countable, totally transcendental diagram and T a
countable rst order theory. Note the similarity with Theorem 4.19.
Theorem 4.13. Let T be a rst order theory in a language containing a unary predi-
cate P(x). Let DD(T ) be a totally transcendental diagram. Let ; ;  be cardinals
such that jDj + jT j6<6+. If there exists M 2K of cardinality + with P(M)
of cardinality , then there exists N 2K with N M of cardinality  such that P(N )
has cardinality .
Proof. Let M 2K of cardinality + with P(M) of cardinality . Since D is totally
transcendental, then D is stable in  by Theorem 2.13. Hence, by Theorem 1.14, there
exists fai j i<+gMnP(M) indiscernible over P(M). Let AP(M) of cardinality
. Now choose N M of cardinality , with N  2K; containing A[fai j i<@0g.
Let B=P(N ). Then B has cardinality  and BP(M). By Theorem 4.6, there ex-
ists a Ds@0 -primary model N over B[fai j i<g of cardinality . By using an au-
tomorphism xing B[fai j i<g if necessary, we may assume that N M . Thus,
N M .
We claim that P(N ) has cardinality . It is enough to show that P(N ) =B. Sup-
pose this is not the case and let c2P(N )nB. Consider the types tp(c=B) tp(c=B[
fai j i<g). Note that the formula P(x) belongs to tp(c=B) and that tp(c=B) is not
realized inside B. Now since N is Ds@0 -primary over B[fai j i<g, there exists a type
q(x; b; ai1 ; : : : ; ain)2 SD( b[fai1 ; : : : ; aing) with b2B and i1<: : : in< satisfying
q(x; b; ai1 ; : : : ; ain) ‘ tp(c; B);
since tp(c=B[fai j i<g)‘ tp(c=B). By indiscernibility of fai j i<g over B, we may
assume that i1<: : : in<@0. Hence b[fai1 ; : : : ; aingN . Since N  is (D;@0)-homo-
geneous, there exists c2N  realizing q(x; b; ai1 ; : : : ; ain), Thus, c realizes tp(c=B). But
P(x)2 tp(c=B) so c 2P(N ) =B, a contradiction.
We now turn to categoricity.
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Remark 4.14. We will say that M 2K is prime over A or minimal over A, when M
is Ds@0 -prime over A or D
s
@0 -minimal over A, respectively.
By analogy with the rst order case, we set the following denition.
Denition 4.15. Let D be totally transcendental. We say that D is unidimensional if
for every pair of models M N in K and minimal type q(x; a) minimal over M ,
a(M; a) = q(N; a) implies M =N:
Unidimensionality for a totally transcendental diagram D turns out to be a meaningful
dividing line. When it fails, we can construct non-isomorphic models, like in the next
theorem (this justies the name), and when it holds we get a strong structural theorem
(see Theorem 4.21, which implies categoricity). In fact, the conclusion of our next
theorem is similar to (but stronger than) the conclusion of Theorem 6:9 of [21] (we
prove it for every , not just regular , and can obtain these models of cardinality
exactly , not arbitrarily large). The assumptions of Theorem 6:9 of [21] are weaker
and the proof considerably longer. Actually, Corollary 4.27 makes the connection with
Theorem 6:9 of [21] clearer.
We rst prove two technical lemmas which are similar to Lemma 3.4 and fact 3:2:1
from [7], respectively. The proofs are straightforward generalizations and are presented
here for the sake of completeness.
Lemma 4.16. Let p; q2 SD(M) and M N be in K. If a j^
M
b for every a j= q and
b j= q; then a j^
N
b for every a j= qN and b j=pN .
Proof. Suppose not. Then there are a j=pN and b j= qN such that a j^=
N
b. Choose EN
nite such that a j^=
ME
b and tp(ab=N ) is based on E. This is possible by Theorem 2.21(5)
and by the fact that tp(ab=N ) is stationary. Similarly, we can nd C M nite, such
that pM and qM are based on C and a j^=
CE
b. Since C M nite and M 2K, there exists
a; b; EM , such that tp(abE=C) = tp(abE=C), and so a j^=
CE
b. Since tp(ab=N )
is based on E, then tp(ab=CE) is stationary based on E, so tp(ab=CE) is stationary
based on E. Therefore, we can choose a0b0 j= tp(ab=CE)M ; and by choice of C,
necessarily a0 j=pM and b0 j= qM .
Hence, by assumption on pM ; qM , we have a0 j^
M
b0, so also a0 j^
CE
b0. But this implies
a j^
CE
b, by choice of a0b0, a contradiction.
Lemma 4.17. Let N be (D; )-homogeneous. If a j^
N
b and tp(a=Nb) is Ds -isolated;
then a2N .
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Proof. Since p= tp(a=Nb) is Ds -isolated, there is C N; jCj< such that tp(a=Cb)
isolates p. Since tp(b=N ) is stationary, we may assume that tp(b=N ) does not split over
C. Since, by Theorem 2.21(8) also b j^
N
a, so we may assume that tp(b=Na) does not
split over C.
Since N is (D; )-homogeneous, there is a0 2N , such that tp(a=C) = tp(a0=C). But
since tp(b=Na) does not split over C, then tp(ab=C) = tp(a0b=C). Hence tp(a=N ) =
tp(a0=N ), so that a2N .
Recall a denition from [21].
Denition 4.18. A D-model M is maximally (D; )-homogeneous if M is (D; )-
homogeneous, but not (D; +)-homogeneous.
Theorem 4.19. Suppose D is not unidimensional. Then there is a maximally (D; )-
homogeneous model M of cardinality ; for every >>jT j+ jDj.
Proof. Suppose D is totally transcendental and not unidimensional. Then there exists
M; N in K and a minimal type q(x; a) over M with the property that
q(M; a) = q(N; a) and M N; M 6=N:(*)
Using the Downward Lowenheim Skolem Theorem and prime models, we may as-
sume that jq(M; a)j6jT j + jDj. Let >>jT j + jDj be given. We rst show that we
can nd M;N 2K satisfying (*) such that in addition kMk= jq(M; a)j= .
Since M 6=N 2K, there is b2NnM , so p= tp(b=M)2 SD(M) is big and stationary.
This implies that a0 j^
M
b0 for any a0 j= qM and b0 j=p (by an automorphism sending b0
to b, it is enough to see a0 j^
M
b, but this is obvious, otherwise tp(a0=Mb) is not big,
thus cannot be big for N by Lemma 3.2, hence it has to be realized in NnM , which
implies that a0 2NnM , contradicting q(M; a) = q(N; a)).
Construct hMi j i6i increasing and I = fai j i<g; ai =2Mi realizing qMi , such that
(1) M0 =M ;
(2) Mi+1 2K is Ds@0 -primary over Mi [ ai;
(3) Mi =
S
j<i Mj when j is a limit ordinal;
(4) if b0 realizes pMi , and N
 is Ds@0 -primary over Mi [ b0, then q(Mi; a) = q(N ; a).
This is enough: Consider N 0Ds@0 -primary over M [ b0, where b0 j=pM . Then b0 2N 0n
M and yet q(M; a) = q(N 0; a), so (*) holds. Furthermore, kMk= jq(M; a)j= .
This is possible.
 For i = 0, this follows from the denition of q (send b0 to b by an automorphism,
xing M , to obtain a realization of qM in N 0nM).
 If i is a limit ordinal, and b0 j=pMi , then this implies that b0 j=pMj , for any j<i.
Also, if N  is prime over Mi [ b0, and c2N nMi realizes q(x; a), then tp(c=Mib0) is
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Ds@0 -isolated over some mb, and mb2Mj for some j<i, hence c2Mj by induction
hypothesis, a contradiction.
 For i = j + 1. Let b0 j=pMj and N  be prime over Mj [ b0. Suppose that c2N nMj
realizes q(x; a). Then, since c =2Mj, we must have tp(c=Mj) is big, so c j= qMj . Hence,
by Lemma 4.16 we have c j^
Mj
b0. But tp(c=Mjb0) is Ds@0 -isolated, so by Lemma 4.17,
we must have c2Mj, a contradiction. Hence q(Mi) = q(N ) and we are done.
Let M =M, and x b j=pM . We now show that we can nd a (D; )-homogeneous
model N 00 2K of cardinality  such that M and N satisfy (*). This implies the con-
clusion of the theorem: N 00 is (D; )-homogeneous of cardinality ; N 00 is not (D; +)-
homogeneous, since N 00 omits qM 2 SD(M), and kMk= .
We construct hNi j i6i increasing, and bi =2Ni realizing pNi such that:
(1) b0 = b and N0 =M;
(2) Ni+1 is Ds -primary over Ni [ bi;
(3) Ni =
S
j<i Ni, when i is a limit ordinal;
(4) kNik6;
(5) Ni is (D; )-homogeneous;
(6) q(Ni; a) = q(M; a).
This is clearly enough; N is as required.
This is possible: We construct Ni by induction on i6.
 For i = 0, let N N0 be Ds@0 -primary over M [ b. We have q(N ; a) = q(M; a)
by construction of M, so it is enough to show that q(N ; a) = q(N0; a). Suppose
not and let c2N0nN  realize q(x; a). Then, c realizes qN since tp(c=N ) is big,
and further there is AM; jAj< such that tp(c=Ab) isolates tp(c=Mb). By
Lemma 2.17 since I is based on q, we have AvD(I; N ) = qN , where I = fai j i<g
M dened above. But since both tp(c=Ab) and tp(c=M) are big, we must have
tp(c=Ab) = AvD(I; Ab) and tp(c=M)=AvD(I; M). Hence AvD(I; Ab)‘AvD(I; M).
Now, by Lemma 1.16, we can nd I 0 I; jI 0j< such that InI 0 is indiscernible over
Ab. Since jI j= , then InI 0 6= ; and all elements of InI 0 realize AvD(I; Ab), hence
also AvD(I; M) = qM . But this is impossible since IM. Therefore
q(N0; a) = q (N ; a) = q(M; a).
 For i a limit ordinal, the only condition to check is that Ni is (D; )-homogeneous,
but this follows from Theorem 4.11.
 For i = j+1, by induction hypothesis, we have q(Nj; a) = q(M; a), so it is enough to
show that q(Nj+1; a) = q(Nj; a). Suppose c2Nj+1 realizes q. Since Nj+1 is Ds -primary
over Nj [ bj, we have tp(c=Nj [ bj) is Ds -isolated. But c j^
Nj
bj, by
Lemma 4.16. Therefore, by Lemma 4.17, we have that c2Nj. This shows that
q(Nj+1; a)=q(M; a).
This completes the proof.
Corollary 4.20. Let D be totally transcendental. If K is categorical in some >
jT j+ jDj then D is unidimensional.
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Proof. Otherwise, there are a D-homogeneous model of cardinality  and a maximally
(D; jT j + jDj)-homogeneous model of cardinality . Hence K is not categorical in ,
since these models cannot be isomorphic.
Now ideas of Morley, Baldwin, and Lachlan can be used to complete the Categoricity
Theorem. We rst obtain strong structural results when D is unidimensional.
Theorem 4.21. Let D be unidimensional. Then every M 2K is prime and minimal
over q(M; a); for any minimal type q(x; a) over M .
Proof. Let M 2K be given. Since D is totally transcendental, there exists a minimal
type q(x; a) over M . Consider A= q(M; a). To check minimality, suppose there was
N 2K, such that AN M . Since q(N; a) =A= q(M; a), we must have N =M , by
unidimensionality of D. We now show that M is prime over A. Since D is totally tran-
scendental, there is M 2K prime over A. Hence, we may assume that AMM .
Now the minimality of M implies that M =M, so M is prime over A. Clearly, any
other minimal type would have the same property.
We next establish two lemmas, which are key results to carry out the geometric
argument for the categoricity theorem.
Lemma 4.22. Let M 2K and suppose that q(x; a) is minimal over M . If W = q(M; a)
has dimension  innite; then W realizes every extension p2 SD(A) of type q; provided
A is a subset of W of cardinality less than the dimension .
Proof. Let p2 SD(A) be given extending q. Let c2C realize p. If p is not big for M ,
then p is not realized outside M so c2M . Hence c2W since p extends q. If however
p is big for M , then p is big and then by stationarity and Theorem 3.13 we have that
p= AvD(I; A), where I is any basis of W of cardinality . But jI j= >jAj+ + @0, so
by Lemma 1.16 and denition of averages, AvD(I; A) is realized by some element of
I W . Hence p is realized in W .
Lemma 4.23. Let D be unidimensional and let M be inK of cardinality >jT j+jDj.
Suppose q(x; a) is minimal over M . Then q(M; a) has dimension .
Proof. Let M 2K be given and q(x; a) be minimal. Construct hM j <i strictly
increasing and continuous such that a2M0; MM and kMk= jj+ jT j+ jDj.
This is possible by Theorem 4.6: For = 0, just choose M0 M prime over a. For 
a limit ordinal, let M =
S
< M. At successor stage, since kMk6jj+ jT j+ jDj<,
there exists a 2MnM, so we can choose M+1 M prime over M [ a.
This is enough: Since D is unidimensional, we can nd c =M+1nM realizing q.
By denition, tp(c=
S fc j <g) is big, since c =2M. Hence c =2 cl(
S fc j <g).
Therefore fc j <g is independent and so q(M; a) has dimension at least . Hence
since kMk = , then q(M; a) has dimension .
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Theorem 4.24. Let D be unidimensional. ThenK is categorical in every >jT j+jDj.
Proof. Let Ml 2K for l= 1; 2 be of cardinality >jT j+ jDj. Since D is totally tran-
scendental, we can choose, q(x; a1) minimal, with a1 2M1. Now, since M2 is (D;@0)-
homogeneous, we can nd a2 2M2 such that tp( a1=;) = tp( a2=;). Then q(x; a1) is
minimal also. Let Wl = q(Ml; al) for l= 1; 2. Since D is unidimensional, by Lemma
4.23, we have dim(Wl) = >jT j + jDj. Hence, by Lemma 4.22 every type extending
q(x; al) over a subset of Wl of cardinality less than  is realized in Wl, for l= 1; 2.
This allows us to construct by induction an elementary mapping g from W1 onto W2
extending h a1; a2i. By Theorem 4.21, Ml is prime and minimal over Wl, for l= 1; 2.
Hence, in particular M1 is prime over W1, so there is f :M1 !M2 elementary extending
g. But now rang(f) is a (D;@0)-homogeneous model containing W2, so by minimality
of M2 over W2 we have rang(f) =M2. Hence f is also onto, and so M1 and M2 are
isomorphic.
We can now summarize our results.
Corollary 4.25. Let D be totally transcendental. The following conditions are
equivalent:
(1) K is categorical in every >jT j+ jDj;
(2) K is categorical in some >jT j+ jDj;
(3) D is unidimensional;
(4) every M 2K is prime and minimal over q(M; a); where q(x; a) is any minimal
type over M ;
(5) every model M 2K of cardinality >jT j+ jDj is D-homogeneous.
Proof. Condition (1) implies (2) is trivial.
Condition (2) implies (3) is Theorem 4:20.
Condition (3) implies (1) is Theorem 4.24.
Condition (3) implies (4) is Theorem 4.21.
Condition (4) implies (3) is clear since prime models exist by Theorem 4.6.
Condition (5) implies (1) is by back and forth construction, similarly to the corre-
sponding proof with saturated models.
Condition (1) implies (5) since for each >jDj + jT j there exist a (D; )-
homogeneous model of cardinality  (e.g. by Theorem 4.6).
The previous theorem is stronger than Morley’s Categoricity Theorem in that it deals
with a more general context and, strictly speaking, implies it: It follows from uncount-
able categoricity (in the rst-order case) that all models are @0-saturated. Note that
this holds in general for nite diagrams; it can be deduced from work in [21, 25]
categoricity in some cardinal  greater than D(T ) implies that all models of size 
are (D; )-homogeneous by [25]. Hence, by Corollary 6:7 of [21] all models of size
 greater than D(T ) are homogeneous, hence (D; )-homogeneous, hence isomorphic.
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(I do not know where and if this theorem appears explicitly.) It follows in particular that
categoricity for countable diagrams implies that all models are (D;@0)-homogeneous,
hence our categoricity theorem implies the categoricity theorem for D-models (in the
countable case), but it should be clear however, that having done all this work, one
could show categoricity directly. The main point is that the categoricity theorem pre-
sented here also deals with a dierent situation, which also includes more cases: there
are classes of D-models which are not categorical, but for which the subclass of (D;@0)-
homogeneous models is { the class of vector spaces over Archimedean elds is not
categorical (in any big cardinal), but the subclass of its (D;@0)-homogeneous models
(the real vector spaces) is categorical in every cardinal above the continuum.
Corollary 4.26. Let D be totally transcendental. If K is not categorical in some
1>jT j+ jDj; then
(1) if T is countable; then there are at least jj models of cardinality @ in K;
(2) for every >>jT j+ jDj there is a maximally (D; )-homogeneous of cardinal-
ity .
Proof. Condition (1) follows from (2). For (2), note that D is not unidimensional by
above Corollary, so the result follows from Theorem 4.19.
Corollary 4.27. Let D be totally transcendental. Suppose there is a maximally (D; )-
homogeneous model of cardinality >jT j + jDj for some >>@0 Then for every
>>jT j+ jDj there is a maximally (D; )-homogeneous of cardinality .
Proof. Note that M 2K, and so K is not categorical in . Hence, by the previous
corollary, D is not unidimensional, so the result follows from Theorem 4.19.
As a last corollary, we obtain a generalization of Keisler’s Theorem (notice that
K is the class of atomic models in this case). We do not assume that D is totally
transcendental.
Corollary 4.28. Let jT j < 2@0 ; and suppose D is the set of isolated types of T. The
following conditions are equivalent.
(1) K is categorical in every >jT j;
(2) K is categorical in some >jT j;
(3) D is totally transcendental and unidimensional;
(4) D is totally transcendental and every model of K is prime and minimal over
q(M; a); where q(x; a) is any minimal type over M ;
(5) every model M 2K of cardinality >jT j+ jDj is D-homogeneous.
Proof. Condition (5) implies (1) and (2) by back and forth construction. The rest of the
proof follows from 4:25, since conditions (1){(4) imply that D is totally transcendental.
More precisely (1) and (2) imply that D is stable in jT j< 2@0 and hence totally
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transcendental: this is a standard fact using Ehrenfeucht{Mostowski models. For (3)
and (4) it is a hypothesis.
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